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Abstract
Alternative interpretation to the long-standing assertion that mirror self-recognition 
entails self-awareness suggests that mirror self-recognition rather refers to the ability to 
differentiate its own body from other objects of the environment. From this standpoint, 
individuals should be able to interpret the mirror reflection as a symbolic representation 
of the self and to map this image to an internal representation of self. The framework of 
this chapter is based on the assumption that the cognitive processing underlying self-
recognition might be related to the capacity of processing mirror image as a symbolic 
representation of the real object. To support that purpose, the critical developmental and 
comparative literature on pictorial competence and self-recognition ability in human 
infants and primates are contrasted. Furthermore, relationship between mirror self-
recognition and pictorial abilities are discussed based upon two experiments. We first 
observed the behavior of pictorially naive primates, with a realistic picture. We second 
assessed whether non-naïve chimpanzees, demonstrating or not self-recognition, would 
behave with a realistic picture. Finally, I propose a refined postulate that illustrates how 
the pictorial competence and self-recognition ability may co-develop. The intent of this 
model is to open up new perspectives for further explorations of self-recognition ability 
in primates.
Keywords: mirror self-recognition, picture processing, referential stimuli, 
developmental abilities, monkeys, great apes
1. Introduction
Once upon a time, in a castle, a queen was talking to her image in the mirror: “Mirror, mirror 
on the wall, who is the fairest one of all?” (based on “Snow White”; the Grimm’s fairy tales, 
1812). Rather curiously, Snow White’s step-mother, needed the opinion of her magic mirror to 
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get an idea about her own reflection, although she could see it by herself. This suggests that the 
true nature of someone’s image in the mirror does not always lay in the eyes of the perceiver. 
The queen, at least, knew that the reflection in the mirror was hers. Is it the case for non-human 
primates (hereafter referred to as primates) when they face a mirror? If they are able to recog-
nize themselves, is this have anything to do with self-awareness? Self-recognition implies “… 
that one can become the object of one’s own attention…” and thus possesses the ability “…to 
infer correctly the identity of the reflection in the mirror as being one-self” [1]. In spite of exten-
sive empirical investigations for the last five decades, this issue is still hotly debated in the field 
of comparative psychology. The first experimental account of mirror self-recognition (from 
now MSR) in primates was made by Gallup in the 1970s [2]. The development of an original 
methodology, that is, the “mark test”, was based on prior observation that initial exposure of 
chimpanzees to a mirror first elicit social responses toward their reflection (e.g. threat or play), 
but after a while, this behavior eventually vanishes and switches to self-directed behaviors 
(i.e. inspection of some areas of the body that are only visible with a mirror) [3]. Although the 
author assumed that self-directed behaviors necessarily imply self-recognition, he attempted 
to get more objective measures of self-recognition by marking the face of the chimpanzees 
during anesthesia, in such a way that this mark could only be seen when the chimps looked at 
their reflection in the mirror. After recovery from anesthesia, some of the chimpanzees used 
the mirror as a tool to investigate the mark on their face, which was the first evidence that pri-
mates can recognize themselves in a mirror. From these results, Gallup concluded that MSR 
implies not only awareness, but “self-awareness” as these individuals “…are objects of their 
own attention and are aware of their own existence…” [4, 5]. According to the same author, 
if chimpanzees do possess the cognitive ability of self- awareness, they should also possess 
the ability to monitor one’s own mental state and to impute knowledge or emotional states 
to other individuals. These cognitive abilities go far beyond self-recognition since they imply 
some skills that follow from theory of mind [6]. It must be acknowledged that this theoretical 
assumption is exciting as it supposes that primates master high-level social skills that were his-
torically confined to humans such as the attribution of intent, deception, reciprocal altruism, 
empathy, reconciliation? However, it is still debated whether MSR involves these “high-level 
social and cognitive abilities” related to the theory of mind [7–9] or “lower level cognitive abili-
ties”, such as the capacity to differentiate the body self from other objects of the environment, 
and to attend to stimuli that come from that body self [10]. For disentangling between these 
two theories, one needs first to precisely define the cognitive capacities that underlie primates’ 
understanding of the true nature of their image in the mirror.
The present chapter attempts to demonstrate that MSR requires at a minimum that mir-
ror reflections are processed as external representations of the self, and not as the real self. 
Therefore, being able of self-recognition might be related to the capacity of processing picture 
as a symbolic representation of the real object [11], and not to demanding cognitive abilities 
such as “self-awareness”. I will first review the main results provided by the literature on 
MSR and on picture processing abilities in primates. I will then describe two experiments, 
carried out with my collaborators, which were aimed at testing the hypothesis that MSR 
might be based upon the cognitive ability to comprehend symbols. In conclusion, I will dis-
cuss our findings in regard to the literature and subsequently propose a novel postulate on 
the co-developmental course of pictorial comprehension and MSR in primates.
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2. Mirror self-recognition in primates: experimental considerations
The pioneering study by Gallup [2] has been at the origin of a now very large literature on 
MSR in primates. To sum up, that literature confirms that some primates species can use their 
reflection in a mirror for self-exploration (for a review, see [12]), but claims that MSR abilities 
strongly depends on the species under consideration. On the one hand, MSR has been demon-
strated in the four species of anthropoid primates: chimpanzees, for example [13], bonobos, for 
example [14], orangutans, for example [15]. MSR in gorillas is much more debated. Some studies 
indeed showed that gorillas exhibit no mark directed touching [16] nor spontaneous mirror-
guided self-exploration [17], while others suggest that gorillas are capable of self-recognition 
[18–21]. Still, results are controversial even with mirror procedure adapted to the behavioral 
gorillas’ specificity, and aimed at enhancing the gorillas’ exploration of the mirror reflection, 
for example [22–24]. Overall, even if results on gorillas’ MSR ability are mixed, according to the 
studies reporting positive findings, the capacity for self-recognition is at least present in some 
individuals.
On the other hand, failures to convincingly demonstrate MSR in non-ape primate species 
appear recurrent in the literature (for a review, see [25]). When facing a mirror, most monkeys’ 
species usually display social responses toward their reflection, treating the image as a conspe-
cific (familiar or not) [26, 27]. Monkeys’ social responses generally do not evolve toward self-
directed responses [28, 29]. In order to enhance monkeys’ self-directed behavior in front of the 
mirror, researchers attempted to diversify the experimental procedures. Spontaneous responses 
to a mirror versus photographs and real-time videos performed by Cotton Top-Tamarins were 
recorded [30]. Subjects showed more attentional responses and frequent non-aggressive looks 
when facing the mirror compared to the other conditions. However, they did not consistently 
generate self-oriented behaviors in front of the mirror. Capuchin monkeys’ spontaneous behav-
iors were also recorded when they were facing live video images of themselves [31], but again 
monkeys did not show any sign of explicit self-recognition. An alternative experimental strat-
egy consists in modifying the nature or the location of the classic dye mark. In an experiment 
[32] where the classic mark was replaced by an odorant chocolate paste, the marmoset monkeys, 
while facing a mirror, did not demonstrate any mirror-guided exploration. In another study 
[33], capuchin monkeys were trained to touch a mark directly visible on various body areas 
(forearms, calves, and abdomen) to reinforce their experience of the correspondence between 
their body and its image in the mirror. During the test phase, the mark was confined to the 
face but monkeys never used their reflection to touch it. Other authors [34, 35] tried to prompt 
self-recognition in capuchin monkeys by manipulating the mirror’s characteristics (e.g. size and 
number of mirror, angled-mirror, etc.), but also failed to observe any MSR in their subjects.
In macaques, results of MSR ability are more controversial. Macellini and collaborators [36] 
have attempted to promote own body recognition in pig-tailed macaques, by locating the 
mark on their chest (only visible via a mirror). When facing the mirror, none of the subjects 
tried to touch the mark, thus suggesting that they did not relate the mirror reflection to their 
body. In another study, researchers recorded the spontaneous behavior of rhesus monkeys 
equipped with a head implant (which is a more salient mark) while the animals were fac-
ing a mirror [37]. Macaques performed self-directed behaviors (e.g. active exploration of the 
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implant and of the genital areas) only in front of the mirror. The same monkeys, however, 
failed to show any sign of self-recognition in a conventional mark test. Altogether, this experi-
mental procedure appears insufficiently controlled to definitely conclude that these macaques 
actually demonstrated self-recognition ability (for a comment, see [38]). In a recent challeng-
ing study [39], rhesus monkeys were trained to locate a visual-somatosensory stimulus pro-
jected on their head. Basically, an irritant laser-pointer light dot was directed at the subject’s 
forehead, and could be both perceived on the skin as a hot spot and as a colored spot in a mir-
ror. This explicit training regimen not only resulted in macaques passing of the classic mark 
test with dyes of various colors but also showed that macaques subsequently explored spon-
taneously some unseen body parts. Although this study raised appreciations, for example 
[40], and excited comments by the scientific community “Clever studies like the one of Chang 
et al. [39] help expose our preconceptions about ourselves and point the way toward deeper 
understanding of the way our brains, and the brains of other animals, construct reality and 
our place within it” [41], it also raised some criticisms. Indeed, according to Anderson and 
Gallup [42], the trained monkeys might not have really recognized their image in the mirror 
but might have simply learned to touch the unpleasant location on their face when seeing 
any monkey image. To tackle this critical issue, Chang and collaborators designed a second 
experiment [43], replacing the visual-somatosensory stimulus (an irritant spot) by a visual-
proprioceptive training. Macaques were trained to locate a spot projected onto a surface in 
their close personal space, which was visible either directly or through the mirror reflection. 
In a first phase, macaques were trained to locate the spot when it was both directly visible and 
through the mirror. During the test phase, subjects failed to pass the mark test as they did not 
touch the spot when it was projected on themselves. However, in a second training phase, the 
spot was only visible via the mirror reflection. In the test phase, macaques passed the mark 
test. This last experiment strongly suggests that under appropriate experimental approach, 
monkeys are able to pass the mark test. It should encourage researchers to adapt training 
procedures in order to promote the monkeys’ motivation to use the mirror reflection which 
could also enhance their motivation to explore their own faces.
3. Mirror self-recognition in primates: intra- and inter-species 
differences
3.1. The mark test: a proper index of self-recognition?
Massive inter-individual differences in MSR abilities have been repeatedly reported in pri-
mates [44]. Even in the chimpanzees, the most proficient species in this test, MSR is only 
accessible to a subset of individuals. Many of them fail the task, for example [45, 46]. One 
extreme explanation of these inter-individual discrepancies is that non self-recognizer sub-
jects or species actually lack “self-awareness”. Only some chimpanzees, orangutans, and 
gorillas have consequently a visual representation of their self [4, 47]. Yet, other factors may 
also play a crucial role in the noticeable inter-individual differences. First, among the great 
ape species, a clear bias exists toward chimpanzees in terms of numbers of animals tested in 
MSR. About 164 chimpanzees (estimation) have been tested, while the number of orangutans 
(estimated N = 5), bonobos (N = 10) and gorillas (estimated N = 19) tested is relatively small. 
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This actual bias may be at the origin of the common idea that chimpanzees are the most 
 proficient  species in MSR. Second, rearing conditions of animals are extremely heterogeneous 
(captive vs. wild-born, different laboratory living conditions) and may probably result either 
in enhanced social-cognitive functioning (e.g. in the case of some ‘enculturated’ home-reared 
apes) or in impaired social-cognitive functioning (e.g. in the case of social deprivation, or 
very small group size). Unfortunately, the precise rearing conditions and previous cognitive 
experience of many primates tested in MSR are often unknown or at least not sufficiently 
described. Researchers may have underestimate the cognitive consequences of social factors 
and previous experimental history in the MSR ability. Third, the standard version of the mark 
test is good only for positively proving the existence of self-recognition. Indeed, failures only 
sign an absence of self-directed behaviors but not a lack of self-recognition per se (false nega-
tives) (for a review, see [48]). And finally, studies on MSR mostly look for chimpanzees-like 
behaviors in front of a mirror, as initially described by Gallup [2]. Species’ behavioral reper-
toires may notably make it more difficult for an animal to detect the contingencies between 
its body and the mirror image, a sine qua non to adopt self-directed behaviors, and eventually 
achieve MSR. On the one hand, as primates initially mistake their own reflection in the mirror 
with a conspecific, the exploration of the mirror may substantially vary among species and 
thus provide different visual and kinaesthetic information, from a qualitative and quantitative 
point of view. Direct gazing in gorillas, for instance, may result in a response of fear from the 
subject looked at, or in gaze avoidance to sign appeasement and submission [49]. Macaques 
display threat gaze during conflicts and avert gaze during friendly approaches [50], while 
chimpanzees avert gaze in case of potential conflict and make eye contact to reconcile [51]. On 
the other hand, primates’ spontaneous behaviors in front of a mirror may provide, depending 
on the innate characteristics of each species, more or less somato-sensitive information, which 
further promote self-directed behaviors. Monkeys, for instance, are usually less engage in 
auto-grooming than chimpanzees and thus do not receive direct feedback from their bodies 
as frequently as the chimpanzees do [52, 53]. Yet, the same mirror tests have been applied to 
a wide range of species, while it might be inappropriate to test some primates’ species under 
these conditions given their own social characteristics.
3.2. Symbolic pictorial competence: an index of mirror self-recognition ability?
In the following, I will propose an alternative explanation to inter-species discrepancies in 
MSR. Before using the concept of “self-awareness”, I would recommend first to analyze the 
perceptual information conveyed by the mirror image in order to infer the cognitive pro-
cesses at work in the MSR task. When the monkeys look at a mirror, they often express social 
behaviors, for example [27]. This behavior suggests that they perceive a very realistic pictorial 
representation of a monkey, and probably mistake the mirror reflection of themselves with 
a real monkey: they process the “picture” as the “real object” itself. This perceptual phe-
nomenon has already been described in the literature and named “confusion mode” of pic-
ture processing [54]. Apes express self-directed behaviors when facing a mirror, for example 
[13] thus suggesting that they do not perceive the mirror reflection as another individual but 
rather as a representation of themselves. According to Bard and collaborators [11], self-rec-
ognition implies “an understanding that the self can exist and can be represented: the mirror 
image is a representation of the self as an iconic symbol”. This ability to understand the image 
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as a symbolic representation infers an “equivalence mode” of picture processing [54]. This 
 “equivalence mode” refers to a situation in which the subject associates the real object with 
its picture while being perfectly aware that the picture is different from the real object. In that 
sense, the picture, as well as the mirror image, is a referential stimulus: it is an object which rep-
resents another object. Animals must interpret the relation between the picture and its referent 
to use this medium as symbols and sources of information about the world. Self-recognition 
ability may thus appeal to the capacity of inferring the dual nature of the mirror reflection. An 
overview of the comparative literature on picture perception hereafter will highlight the condi-
tions under which the pictures are processed, or not, as an iconic symbol by primates.
4. Picture perception by primates
Three levels of picture processing in monkeys can be outlined [54]: Confusion, Independence and 
Equivalence. The confusion mode refers to a situation in which the perceiver simply mistakes the 
real object and its depiction. The picture is processed as if it was the real object. The indepen-
dence mode defines a situation in which the animal does not map the picture and the depicted 
object. The picture is processed based on its physical characteristics, regardless the meaning 
of the depicted object. The equivalence mode refers to a situation in which the animal processes 
the picture as a symbolic representation of the real object. The perceiver associates the real 
object with its picture while being perfectly aware that the picture is different from the real 
object. This equivalence mode is precisely the one, which might be required to interpret the 
reflection in the mirror as a representation of self.
4.1. The confusion mode of picture processing
Monkeys often react to pictures the way they would normally do in front of conspecifics: 
they express emotions. Macaques exhibit emotional responses (e.g. lip-smacking), when they 
observe pictures of faces [55], and express fear gestures in front of pictures of highly emo-
tional objects [56]. Young macaques present signs of disturbance and vocalizations when see-
ing threat pictures [57]. In addition to pictorial stimuli conveying some emotions, pictures 
of highly motivating stimuli, that is, realistic food, has also been used to observe monkeys’ 
reactions. The few studies existing showed that monkeys confused picture of food with real 
food and tended to process it, as they would normally do with real food. Bovet and col-
leagues were the first to illustrate this confusion behavior in [58]. Baboons were first trained 
to categorize food objects and non-food objects and showed positive transfer to novel objects. 
They were then trained with cut-out pictures of both food and non-food objects, and with the 
same pictures on a paper background. Categorical transfer occurred for cut-out photographs 
but not consistently for the whole ones, suggesting that the more pictures appear realistic, the 
more monkeys are deceived. Parron and collaborators [59] designed a simpler procedure in 
which pictorially naïve baboons had just to select one food picture (banana’s picture) over a 
non-food one (pebble’s picture). Results showed that subjects massively selected the realistic 
picture of banana and even, in some cases, ate this picture. Altogether, because these behav-
iors are perfectly appropriate in response to the presentation of real objects (i.e. a conspecific 
or food) but inappropriate in front of pictures, this suggests that monkeys recognized the 
depicted objects but did not process the pictures as some representations. To sum up, studies 
in monkeys suggest that naïve subjects processed realistic pictures in a confusion mode.
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4.2. The independence mode of picture processing
A close analysis of the results reported in the literature leads to the conclusion that in many 
cases primates apply perceptual alternative strategies to perform picture recognition tasks. 
Under some specific experimental conditions, the animals process pictures based on a com-
bination of perceptual features and patterns regardless of their representational content. For 
categorizing human versus non-human pictures, for example, capuchin monkeys used the 
colored features of the pictures, as humans’ photos incidentally contained more red pixels 
than the non-human set of photos [60]. Two studies on face perception by baboons also pro-
vide an illustration of the perceptual strategies used by these animals to recognize pictures. 
Baboons were able to discriminate pictures of human faces on the sole basis of variations in the 
facial contour [61], and used the pixel similarities between training and probe pictures to cat-
egorize human versus baboon faces [62]. Apes, like monkeys, do not always process pictures 
as referential stimuli. For example, when tested in a matching to sample task using pictures, 
chimpanzees fail to show any transfer between real objects learnt by tactile inspection and 
pictures of the same objects [63]. The authors concluded that the “chimpanzees did not realize 
that a photograph is a visual stimulus that must be read”. In another study, [64], where apes 
were tested to see whether they would be able to use pictures to infer the location of a hidden 
reward, results showed that iconic cue might help them to search for the reward but their poor 
performances eventually suggested that they did not fully grasp the informative content of 
the cue.
4.3. The equivalence mode of picture processing
Given the amount of studies on picture perception, we could expect to find more clear-cut evi-
dence of a referential use of pictures by primates. For example, findings from a study on capuchin 
monkeys suggested allegedly positive evidence of an equivalence mode of picture processing 
[65]. After training, the subjects were able to discriminate images of in-group and out-group 
conspecifics’ faces, and probably based their responses on the experience they have established 
with the depicted individuals in their real life. Nevertheless, as it will be detailed in Section 5, 
the experience animals had previously developed with tasks involving picture processing may 
have change drastically the way they interpreted the pictorial stimulus in this experiment. These 
capuchin monkeys received actually prior exposure to pictures of faces in other experiments, 
for example [66], which may have facilitated the positive transfer to grayscale images, and 
may also explained the absence of monkeys’ social responses to pictures of faces. Comparable 
results were reported in crested macaques [67]. The subjects were able to discriminate mem-
bers of their own social group from unfamiliar individuals, and were even better at recognizing 
higher ranking familiar individuals. As in [65], authors concluded that macaques applied their 
knowledge of their dominance hierarchies to the pictorial representation of their real group 
mates. Although this result rules out the independence mode of processing, the small sample 
size (three individuals who do not always perform similarly) along the absence of information 
on the past experience of these animals with pictures preclude unambiguous conclusions on 
picture perception in these monkeys. In [68], capuchin monkeys were able to match objects with 
their color photographs (and vice-versa), and even associate real objects with the corresponding 
black and white photographs, silhouettes and line drawings. However, the objects used in this 
experiment had no explicit representational content for the monkeys (e.g. a small wooden pup-
pet or a cigarette lighter), and were never encountered in capuchins’ real life before.
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The most convincing evidence of an equivalence mode of picture processing comes from the 
so-called ape-language studies. Rumbaugh and collaborators [69] were the instigators of a 
pioneering project, “the Lana Project”, at the Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center in 
Atlanta. This project was aimed at studying the language-like skills of apes, by using a new 
device designed to enhance teaching an ape to communicate with humans. So far, behavioral 
experiments studying language skills in apes suffered from a lack of experimental controlled 
conditions, slowing down the comprehension of apes’ system of communication. Therefore, 
they developed an automated computer-controlled system: the chimpanzee was facing a key-
board displaying distinctive lexigrams and was trained to associate a real object or a picture 
to a specific symbol. This system actually improved both efficiency (e.g. increased number of 
trials per day) and objectivity (e.g. no interaction with a human experimenter and automated 
responses’ recording).
This pioneering system was also used to study the ape-language skills by Savage-Rumbaugh 
and collaborators [70], at the Language Research Center in Atlanta. This project conducted to 
the historical first non-humans communication with humans by using symbolic language. 
Basically, some chimpanzees received, since a young age, extensive language training and 
first learned to use some lexigrams to name objects, and then to combine these lexigrams to 
produce a complex form of communication. With regard to our topic on pictorial competence 
in primates, we will consider the case of Sherman and Austin, two trained male chimpanzees, 
who were able to associate real food and tool objects to two lexigrams that served to “label” 
these categories [71]. Their performance in this “naming task” with real objects effectively 
transferred to pictorial depictions of tool and food items. They were able to make categorical 
judgments about objects when presented with only symbolic information, in the absence of 
the referent. They obviously did not confuse pictorial depictions with real objects. These two 
trained-language chimpanzees more likely processed the pictures considering their represen-
tational content, and not their pictorial expression.
Along the same line of research, Matsuzawa ([72] for an historic review), directly inspired 
by preceding ape-language studies conducted in Atlanta, developed a new project: “the Ai 
project” in 1978 at the Primate Research Institute in Kyoto University. Ai, a female chim-
panzee, was intensively trained in various perceptual and cognitive tasks since her first year 
of age, with a computer-controlled apparatus. Over the years, she acquired a multitude of 
remarkable cognitive skills, including the use of visual symbols. Similarly to Sherman and 
Austin, she was trained to “name” some individuals by using lexigrams. When the same 
individuals were then represented on pictures [73], and line drawings [74], she could properly 
name them. Again, this result strongly suggests that chimpanzees may process the pictures 
considering their representational content, that is, in an equivalence mode. In another experi-
ment, Tanaka [75] tested the ability of Ai, three other adult naive chimpanzees and three 
naive juveniles in a picture recognition task. The subjects were first trained to select some 
pictures of flowers among pictures of other natural objects. They were then tested with new 
pictures of flowers and some increasingly degraded stimuli: colored sketches, color clip art 
(cartoon-like pictures) and black and white line drawings of flowers. Ai was the unique adult 
chimpanzee to transfer from the flower picture to the non-photographic images of the flower. 
Noticeably, Ai is not only a language-trained chimpanzee, but she has also been previously 
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exposed to line drawings [74]. The three juveniles, unlike the naïve adults, showed positive 
transfer of their previous category learning to the degraded stimuli. Their good performance 
may be due to their better learning ability, as it is established that young animals show greater 
cognitive flexibility, for example [76, 77]. Close and Call [78] used a similar procedure with 
sub-adult and adult naïve chimpanzees. The subjects were presented with colored, black and 
white sketches, and line drawings of the training pictures (tree vs. flower). Adolescent chim-
panzees generally outperformed the adults, particularly in the recognition of the black and 
white sketches stimuli. None of the chimpanzees initially showed a positive transfer to the 
line drawings stimuli. However, the adolescent chimpanzees finally learned to categorize 
line drawings after a moderate period of training. These findings are broadly consistent with 
those of Tanaka [75], as after training, juvenile chimpanzees, unlike naïve adults, similarly 
showed in [75] and in [78] positive transfer of their previous category learning (colored pic-
tures) to the degraded stimuli (black and white pictures or line drawings). Overall, it suggests 
that learning abilities may be enhanced by training during a critical period of chimpanzees’ 
development that further enables adults to achieve various cognitive tasks.
5. The dynamic hypothesis of picture processing
The heterogeneity of the findings reported above suggests that some complex factors concur-
rently shape the perceptual and cognitive processes, and all together, this calls for a revision 
of the theoretical assumptions underlying picture perception in primates. Ontogeny, phylog-
eny, as well as the animal’s level of experience with pictures seem to account for the observed 
performance variability in primate picture understanding. Actually, training regimen with 
pictorial display seems to influence drastically primates’ behavioral responses. Untrained 
chimpanzees either failed to match real objects with their pictures when the objects were pre-
viously explored haptically [63] or to match real objects with line drawings of objects [75, 78]. 
It is only after training with degraded pictures that an equivalence mode of picture processing 
gradually emerged, at least in juveniles in these studies [75, 78]. A similar experiment with 
macaques trained to match objects and their pictures, and only when they were visible at the 
same time, also resulted in successful objects/pictures matching [79, 80].
The attractiveness of meaningful pictures (i.e. representing some objects of interest for mon-
keys) can be explained by the lack of experience of monkeys with this kind of new display, 
but may also vanish as a consequence of repeated exposures, which eventually result in habit-
uation (i.e. decrease of response). When macaques are repeatedly presented with a “meaning-
less” picture (representing an abstract stimulus) and a “meaningful” picture (representing a 
real object), their response rate rapidly dropped for the “meaningful” picture, but remained 
constant for the “meaningless” picture [81]. In a two-alternative forced choice task, pictorially 
naïve baboons got rapidly habituated to pictures of -initially very attractive- realistic picture 
of bananas [59]. During the first test trial, 100% of the individuals participated but only half of 
the group responded three test trials later. In a recognition task using familiar versus unfamil-
iar faces, macaques showed a significant decrease in accuracy after 44 repetitions of the same 
stimuli, which suggests that they habituated to the stimuli and lacked interest in the task [67].
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Noticeably, over the last decade, the development of experimental settings using touch screens 
to display pictures has significantly increased. Unlike procedure using real pictures, which 
not always allows animals to manipulate pictures, the use of touch screens may promote 
animal’s understanding to the physical nature of pictures (e.g. flatness and unreachability of 
the depicted objects). This repeated experience probably leads animals to rapidly switch from 
a confusion mode of processing to an independence or an equivalence mode of processing, 
depending on the task demand and on the animals’ cognitive abilities.
The past experience of primates with tasks involving picture understanding lead the same 
animals to a certain degree of expertise. It should be reminded that the most proficient indi-
viduals in processing pictures as symbolic representations are the language-trained individu-
als, for example [71–74]. Indeed, Savage-Rumbaugh [70] evidenced that the learning process 
of symbols in apes is achieved by association. Indeed, they first needed an explicit training 
before they could use symbols referentially.
Based upon the above results of the literature, the animals’ mode of picture processing seems 
not to be predetermined by the species but more likely by the subjects’ own experimental 
history. Picture processing by primates is likely not limited to only one of the three differ-
ent modes: confusion, independence, and equivalence. These modes evolved and should be 
regarded as components of a dynamic system, in which the trajectories between the three 
modes are under the influence of the animal’s experience with pictures [82]. On the ground 
that pictorially naïve monkeys, just like young human infants [83], confuse realistic pictures 
with their referent objects [59], one can hypothesize that this confusion mode takes place at an 
early stage in the system of picture processing, likely the starting point in the dynamic scheme. 
From here, the experience with two-dimensional representation could direct the animals from 
the “confusion” starting point toward one of the two possible trajectories of the picture pro-
cessing dynamic system. In the low-level road, experience (for instance, in the case of repeated 
Figure 1. The three different levels of picture processing: confusion, independence, and equivalence and the two possible 
trajectories following experience with pictorial representations: the high “referential” road and the low “perceptual” 
road.
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exposure and habituation) may push the animals toward the independence mode where the 
picture is defined by its physical characteristics and becomes meaningless. Another option is 
that experience, as in young human infants [84], drives the animals toward a high-level road 
or the road of equivalence mode, that is, the animals would ultimately be able to process 
pictures as iconic symbols (see Figure 1) [82]. According to the different cognitive processing 
underlying these two roads, from now, they will be referred as the low “perceptual” road and 
the high “referential” road. The capacity to take or not the high “referential” road correlates 
with other referential skills such as MSR will be assessed in the two studies detailed hereafter.
6. Empirical approach
In our first study, we showed that when pictorially naive baboons and gorillas looked at an 
attractive-realistic picture of banana for the first time, they often mistake the picture and the 
real object depicted. After smelling, or attempting to spell the depicted banana, they may even 
eat the picture. This striking behavior was only observed in baboons and gorillas, but never in 
chimpanzees. We thus hypothesized that the pictorial understanding of chimpanzees relying 
on an equivalence mode of processing might be at the origin of their MSR ability. They may pro-
cess the mirror reflection as an iconic symbol and interpret it as a representation of their self. By 
contrast, the confusion mode of processing displayed by gorillas and baboons is consistent with 
their inability to pass the mark test. In order to assess this hypothesis, a second study comparing 
the chimpanzees’ ability for MSR and picture understanding was running. We were expecting 
that the positive MSR chimpanzees would never mistake the banana  picture with a real banana 
as they were also able to process their image in the mirror as a representation. By contrast, since 
they do not possess a referential ability, the non-self-recognizer chimpanzees would potentially 
process the banana picture like baboons and gorillas in our previous experiment.
6.1. Picture processing in monkeys and great apes
The first study reported here assessed the behavioral responses to photographs by pictorially 
naive baboons, gorillas and chimpanzees and was published in [59]. It involved 55 baboons 
(Papio anubis): 26 males and 29 females (mean age 6.9 years, S.D. = 4.6 years) from the CNRS 
Rousset-sur-Arc Primate Center (France), 7 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes): 3 males and 4 
females (mean age 9.75 years, S.D. = 7.3 years) from the Wolfgang Kohler Primate Research 
Center of the Leipzig Zoo, and 4 gorillas (Gorilla gorilla): 1 male and 3 females (age 24.5 years, 
S.D. = 11.15 years) from the zoos of Leipzig or Nuremberg (Germany). Monkeys and apes, 
habitually housed in social group, were either tested in groups or isolated, depending on the 
specificity of their living quarters. Their participation was always voluntary. All animals were 
selected at purpose because they have no known exposure to videos, still pictures, or draw-
ings, and were thus pictorially naive. We hypothesized that testing monkeys and apes at an 
equivalent level of expertise with two-dimensional stimuli would provide cues on the evolu-
tion of picture comprehension within the primate phylum. This research adhered to the legal 
requirements of the current French laws and the European directive 2010/63/EU (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Illustration of the experimental protocol and summary of the results obtained for the three consecutive test 
trials. These results show that baboons, gorillas, and chimpanzees demonstrated a massive preference for the real 
banana compared to the picture of banana in test trial 1. When the subjects had to choose between the picture of banana 
and any other items in test trial 2 (the real pebble) and in test trial 3 (picture of pebble), baboons and gorillas clearly 
exhibited a preference for the picture of banana (*two-tailed binomial tests, p < 0.05 in all the three test conditions). 
Because of the small sample of chimpanzees, results preclude from any conclusion about the picture’s preference in this 
naïve chimpanzees’ group.
6.1.1. Procedure
A two-alternative forced choice task was used to train the subjects to select a real slice of banana 
(positive stimulus) over a real pebble (negative stimulus) when these items were presented simul-
taneously on two display panels. Subjects received a food reward when they selected the positive 
stimulus. These trials were repeated until a clear preference for the real banana slice emerged.
The test procedure consisted in three successive test trials per participant, using different pic-
tures for each test that always subtended the same size as the real objects. Test trial 1 assessed 
the discrimination of a real slice of banana from a picture of a banana slice. Test trial 2 assessed 
the attractiveness of the three-dimensional real object in comparison to two-dimensional pic-
ture, by presenting a picture of a banana slice and a real pebble. Test trial 3 assessed whether 
preference for the real banana slice learned during training would transfer to the picture of 
the banana slice when the two real training objects (banana and pebble) were now presented 
as pictures. The participants could freely reached and manipulated the selected stimulus only 
in that last test trial.
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6.1.1.1. Coding scheme
We coded the subjects’ spontaneous behavior expressed with the picture during test trial 3; 
it was the very first manipulation of a picture, revealing the initial reaction of the naïve sub-
jects with such an object. We used a hierarchical coding scheme to characterize the differ-
ent behaviors observed during test 3 and grouped them in four categories. “touch or grasp”; 
“smell”; “bring to mouth”; “eat”: in that last case, the animal ate the stimulus either partially 
or entirely. Chewing is observed and the animal ingests at least some parts of the stimulus 
(see images Figure 3).
6.1.2. Results
In test 1, all the species showed a clear preference for the real banana (vs. the picture of 
banana). In test 2, only baboons and gorillas showed a preference for the picture of banana 
(vs. the real pebble). In test 3, baboons and gorillas still showed a significant preference 
for the picture of banana (vs. the picture of pebble). In contrast, chimpanzees showed no 
clear preference for either picture. Figure 4 shows the frequencies of each action obtained 
in baboons, gorillas and chimpanzees during the first bout of picture manipulation. 
Strikingly, 17 baboons and the 4 gorillas ate the picture of banana as if it was a real piece 
of banana. Some individuals even attempted to spell the depicted banana. These animals 
clearly did not process the picture of the banana as a representation. Interestingly, not only 
the chimpanzees expressed no reliable preference for the banana picture in these tests, but 
also never ate that stimulus, leaving open the possibility that the pictorial banana was a 
referential stimulus.
Figure 3. Illustration of the behavioral sequence during test trial 3.
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The demonstration that naive baboons confused real food objects and their picture is in agree-
ment with previous observations from picture processing’ experiments in monkeys, for exam-
ple [57, 58]. The fact that baboons, a species known to fail in self-recognition task [85] and that 
gorillas, a species less efficient than chimpanzees in MSR, for example [23], both confuse the real 
object with its picture is consistent with the hypothesis that pictorial ability may correlate MSR 
skill. In addition, chimpanzees, subjects who frequently succeed in the MSR task, for example 
[13], showed no confusion in picture processing. Our data might support the hypothesis that 
the cognitive foundation supporting the use of pictures as referents is more developed in chim-
panzees than it is in gorillas and monkeys. Unfortunately, because that research provided no 
information on MSR of these subjects, it remains unclear whether a relationship actually exists 
between MSR abilities and iconic symbol use. The second study (unpublished), conducted in 
collaboration with Joël Fagot and William Hopkins, was thus aimed at alleviating that limitation.
6.2. Picture processing and self-recognition in chimpanzees
Under our hypothesis that self-recognition ability might be based upon the cognitive ability 
to symbolize, we were expecting that the positive MSR animals would both be able to process 
their image in the mirror as a representation, and to map that referential stimulus to their 
internal visual representation of their self. By contrast, the negatively tested animals would 
be unable to succeed in that mapping process, because the mirror image is processed as a real 
object, rather than as a representation.
The participants were 32 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes): 9 males and 23 females, from 8 to 
22-year-old, all housed in social group of 2–3 individuals in indoor/outdoor enclosures at the 
Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center. The Yerkes Center is fully accredited by the American 
Figure 4. Frequencies of each action observed in baboons, chimpanzees, and gorillas during the first bout of banana 
picture manipulation, in test trial 3 where subjects had to choose between a banana picture and a pebble picture 
(illustration from [59]). These results show that baboons massively selected the picture of banana in that test (43 out 
of the 46 participants). Among them, 16 baboons selected and grasped the picture of banana, 5 smelt it, 5 brought it to 
mouth, and 17 ate the picture of banana. Similarly, the four gorillas who selected the banana picture ate it. Finally, the 
five chimpanzees who selected the picture of banana grasped, smelt or brought it to mouth but never ate it.
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Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. American Psychological Association 
guidelines for the ethical treatment of animals were adhered to during all aspects of this study.
The chimpanzees were proposed two tasks. The first one is a test of MSR inspired from Gallup 
[2]. The second test is a replica of Parron and collaborators [59] procedure. Conjoint analy-
ses of the findings obtained in these two tests were expected to highlight possible relations 
between MSR and picture understanding.
6.2.1. The self-recognition task
A camera (with a 2.7 inches LCD screen) taped subjects’ behavior when they were facing or 
not the screen. Each subject received two videotaped sessions, each lasted 3 minutes. The first 
session was a control condition with the screen turned away from the subject (mirror away 
condition). That session served for baseline measurement for general self-directed actions. 
Test session 2 replicated the procedure of session 1, but now with the screen turned toward 
the subject displaying an image observed by the subject, and therefore used as a “mirror” 
(mirror condition) (see Figure 5).
The coding considered five behavioral categories: “Face-directed actions” defined as manual 
actions oriented toward the face, such as touching the cheek or the inside of the mouth; “Facial 
expressions” such as opening the mouth to exhibit the teeth; “Contingent body motions”, 
such as alternate right/left or forward/backward body movements; “others”: any behavior 
different from the previous ones.
When the screen was toward the subjects, a total of 384 actions were recorded for the group, 
they were distributed as follows: face directed (22.9%); facial expressions (28.6%); contingent 
body motions (25.5%) and others (45.8%) (see Figure 6). Results showed that chimpanzees 
displayed more actions when the screen was toward them than when it was turned away 
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the experimental protocol of the self-recognition task in chimpanzees.
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Figure 7. Illustration of the experimental protocol and the frequencies of banana picture choices compared to the 
other item for the three tests trials in chimpanzees. (*Two-tailed binomial tests, p < 0.05). These results show a massive 
preference for the real banana compared to the picture of banana in test trial 1. When the subjects had to choose between 
the picture of banana and the real pebble in test trial 2, they clearly exhibited a preference for the picture of banana while 
they preferred the picture of pebble in test trial 3. Altogether, these mixed results preclude from any conclusion about the 
picture’s preference in this group of chimpanzees. We can notice that all the 32 chimpanzees participated to the first test 
trial while their number decreased for the two following test trials. It suggests that some subjects may have lost interest 
in the task when no real food was proposed.
Figure 6. Mean frequencies of each behavioral category observed in chimpanzees depending on the orientation of the 
screen: away from the subject (no mirror condition), toward the subject (mirror condition). (*Tukey tests, p < 0.05). These 
results globally show that some of the tested chimpanzees displayed some specific behaviors only in front of the mirror, 
suggesting that these subjects expressed self-recognition. Indeed, even if they did not exhibit more face-directed actions 
in front of the screen, they nevertheless exhibited more facial expression and contingent body motion in the condition 
where they could observe themselves: the mirror condition.
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from them (F(1,31) = 4.90; p < 0.05) and realized an increasing number of facial expressions 
and contingent body motions (Tukey Honestly Significant Differences test, p < 0.05), but 
not face-directed actions, when the screen was toward them. Although there were no reli-
able effects for face-directed actions at the group level, four chimpanzees demonstrated an 
increased frequency of face-directed actions (one-tailed binomial tests, p < 0.05) when they 
saw the screen and thus will be consider as self-recognizer hereafter.
6.2.2. The picture-understanding task
The 32 chimpanzees were submitted to the picture task following the same procedure as [59], 
previously described above.
In test 1, the group had a significant preference for the real banana compared to the banana 
picture; (two-tailed binomial test, p < 0.05). In test 2, 5 chimpanzees expressed no choice, but 
the rest of the group had a significant preference for the banana picture over the real pebble; 
(two-tailed binomial test, p < 0.05). There was by contrast no preference for the picture of 
banana at the group level in test 3, and 7 chimpanzees did not choose any item (two-tailed 
binomial test p > 0.05) (see Figure 7).
The behavior of the four self-recognizers chimpanzees as determined above was contrasted with 
that of the 28 non self-recognizers, and showed no reliable difference between the two groups 
of subjects (Chi-square tests all ps < 0.05). As we found no relation between self-recognition 
Figure 8. Percentages of banana picture choices in test trials 1–3 of the picture task, according to the self-recognition 
abilities of the chimpanzees. These results show no difference between self-recognizer and non-self-recognizer subjects 
as they both selected the banana picture by the same proportion in the three test conditions, independently from their 
self-recognition abilities. (Chi-square tests all ps < 0.05).
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and picture processing, it suggests that self-recognizer and non-self-recognizer chimpanzees 
behaved indistinctively in the picture task, and that the proportion of banana picture selected 
did not differ as a function of MSR ability (see Figure 8).
We also examined the actions performed on the banana picture, once reached in test 3 (see 
Table 1), due to our expectation that only the non-self-recognizer chimpanzees would  process 
the picture as if it was a real object. The number of “take”, “smell” and “bring to mouth” actions 
were minimal, precluding firm conclusion at the group level. Altogether, four instances of eat-
ing behaviors were observed, and one of them was expressed by a self-recognizer chimpanzee. 
That sole observation invalidates our hypothesis that only non-self-recognizer chimpanzees 
would confuse the actual object and its picture.
7. Discussion
The main originality of our research was to test the hypothesis of a correlation between self-
recognition and picture understanding in chimpanzees. Unfortunately, our results did not 
provide any evidence in support of our assumption that self-recognizer chimpanzees would 
behave differently with pictures than non-self-recognizer ones. However, these findings 
should not be taken into account to reject our assumption, as some procedural issues were 
probably the source of our negative results. On the first hand, our procedure might have 
been inappropriate to reveal MSR ability, as one chimpanzee who failed to demonstrate self-
directed behaviors in our task previously passed the mark test in [13]. It is very likely that 
the small surface of our camera screen (2.7 inches) might have limited the exploration of 
the  subjects as it did not display the entire subject’s reflection. Noticeably, the other stud-
ies, assessing self-recognition in primates, used a larger screen (around 15 inches) to display 
video images, for example [31, 86, 87]. Consequently, the proportion of self-recognizer chim-
panzees, particularly small in our study (4/32), might not reflect the reality, regarding the 
ratios usually reported in the literature, for example, 8/12 in [13]. On the other hand, our 
picture task might have been irrelevant to test pictorial competence of non-naïve chimpan-
zees. Overall, chimpanzees, independently of their MSR ability, showed a minimal interest 
in pictures, which might be explained by the familiarity of these chimpanzees with iconic 
stimuli, for example [88]. As a result, the low frequencies of manipulations precluded any 
interpretation of the chimpanzees’ behaviors with the banana picture.
Overall, besides our two studies, empirical findings on MSR and pictorial competence in pri-
mates are so disparate across species and procedures, that inferring a correlation between 
Take Smell Bring to mouth Eat
Self-recognizer 1/4 1/4 0 1/4
Non-self-recognizer 5/28 2/28 4/28 3/28
Table 1. Frequencies of actions observed for the self-recognizer and non-self- recognizer chimpanzees who selected the 
banana picture in test 3.
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both competences from that sole approach appears insufficient. Nevertheless, paralleling the 
abundant developmental studies in human infants and comparative findings in primates will 
help in scaffolding a new postulate.
7.1. Developmental course of picture understanding
In their first 2 years of life, children probably miss the symbolic nature of pictures. It is only 
very gradually that pictorial competence develops, for example [89]. Nine-month-old infants 
manually explore the pictures as if they were trying to pick-up the depicted objects [83]. 
They do so even more for realistic pictures compared to non-realistic ones [90]. It is not until 
18–24 months of age that children prefer upright to inverted pictures [91] and point at depicted 
objects rather than manually explore them [83]. In addition, from 24 to 30 months, children 
can follow a request to put a toy at a place specified to them on a picture and can use informa-
tion provided with a picture to find the object in the depicted room [92]. Nevertheless, even at 
age 4, children can show confusion about the properties of pictures and depicted objects [93], 
and the consequences of actions on pictures and objects [94]. Interestingly, the development of 
pictorial competence in children fits with the dynamic hypothesis of picture processing in pri-
mates described in Section 5. Primates, like infants, begin to process the picture as if it was the 
real object (confusion mode) and evolves on the high “referential” road of picture processing. 
They may then achieve the ultimate level, where pictures are processed as referential stimuli 
(the equivalence mode). Altogether, studies in children and primates  suggest that being able 
to interpret and understand pictures as symbols is a very complex and protracted process.
7.2. Developmental course of mirror self-recognition
7.2.1. The two levels preceding mirror self-recognition
Rochat [95] proposed to divide infants’ self-awareness ability into six different levels (from 
0 to 6). As disentangling the cognitive abilities of levels 1 and 2 described in [95] is problem-
atic in primates, these two levels will be grouped in only one: the level 1 of “contingency 
 learning”. The first two levels of MSR development emerge at the same age in humans and 
chimpanzees [96]. At level 0, “LEVEL OF CONFUSION”, the mirror image is confounded with 
the reality of the environment it reflects. Indeed, by 4–6 months of age, children treat the mirror 
image as if it is another child, and primates (monkeys and great apes) display social  behavior 
in front of the mirror. At level 1, “LEVEL OF CONTINGENCY LEARNING”, children by 
12 months of age begins to search for the image behind the mirror and test contingencies of their 
movements. Chimpanzees also explore the physical properties of the mirror and begin to detect 
the contingency between their own bodies and the mirror reflection. Macaques, under certain 
experimental procedure, are also capable to take their own body as a referential to establish a 
correspondence between kinesthetic information and external visual effects. They use the mirror 
to direct their manual searches for otherwise invisible targets [97, 98], to locate and grab an object 
attached behind their heads [99], or use televised images of their hands to learn to pick-up food 
[100]. This kinesthetic-visual matching ability warrants the individuals to grasp the correspon-
dence between what the visual image of the body in the mirror looks like and what the body 
movements feel like [101] and may actually play the role of precursor for self-directed behaviors.
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7.2.2. The level of mirror self-recognition
The “LEVEL OF IDENTIFICATION” signifies the emergence of self-directed behaviors. 
Children by around 15 months of age start passing the mark test; and almost all succeed by 
24 months of age [26, 102]. In spite of massive inter-individual differences in MSR ability, 
it is well documented that chimpanzees develop this ability later in life than humans do, 
around 6–8 years [46]. Although monkeys systematically fail to pass the mark test, it may 
be unrelated to their self-recognition ability. It is very likely that, while being able to match 
kinesthetic and visual information under certain conditions, both species specificity (sensory-
motor specializations) and inherent motivation of individuals for interacting with the envi-
ronment influence monkeys’ behaviors displayed in front of a mirror [48]. Indeed, the role of 
the motivation may be underestimated when comparing the responses of infants, apes and 
monkeys. Intensive maternal interventions maximize the infants’ motivation to explore the 
mirror and also help to focus their interest in their own face, for example [102]. Somehow, 
infants are trained to appreciate the connection between themselves and their mirror image 
[103]. Apes are also naturally motivated to look at the mirror reflection since they are usually 
more engaged in mutual gaze during social interactions than other primates’ species. In con-
trast, monkeys primarily use the tactile mode to display reciprocal engagement and are more 
socially inclined to avert direct gaze [104].
From an evolutionary point of view, is there any meaning for individuals of monkeys’ society 
to develop an interest in their own facial features? Chang and collaborators [39, 43] designed 
two studies using some pioneering training procedures to promote the monkeys’ motiva-
tion to explore their own face. In the first study [39], a visual-somatosensory training helped 
macaques to interpret the mirror image as their own reflection. While macaques were facing 
a mirror, an irritating red laser spot was projected onto their face, producing a somatosensory 
feeling, which encourages them to touch the spot. In order to reinforce the learning process, 
they also received food reward after successful trials. Following 12–38 days of training, a non-
irritating laser was used to project a spot on the macaques’ face and food reward was no 
longer delivered during the test session and subjects yet passed the mark test. They even 
further spontaneously used the mirror to inspect some hidden parts of their bodies. In their 
second study [43], Chang and collaborators improved their procedure to exclude criticisms 
arguing that the extensive training received by monkeys may have promotes some behaviors 
that merely look-like self-recognition. They used a visual-proprioceptive training to motivate 
monkeys to locate a spot, visible either directly or through the mirror reflection, projected 
onto a surface in their close personal space. Macaques further failed to pass the mark test. 
However, in a second phase, the spot was only visible via the mirror reflection, monkeys, 
after training, eventually passed the mark test. These pioneering results not only demonstrate 
that under certain training conditions promoting the contingency learning, monkeys pass the 
mark test but they also highlight the crucial role of motivation as, unless being compelled to 
do it, monkeys did not spontaneously use the mirror reflection to touch the projected spot.
7.2.3. Toward a self-concept: the “level of permanence” and the “level of meta-awareness”
Around 3 years of age, infants recognize picture (even taken in the past) and delayed videos 
of themselves [105, 106], and reach the “LEVEL OF PERMANENCE” [95]. This level signifies 
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that the self is identified beyond the here and now of mirror experience. A permanent self is 
expressed as invariant over time and appearance changes.
As well as human infants, primates have also been tested with pictures to evaluate their self-
recognition ability. Monkeys do not recognize pictorial representations of themselves, for 
example [27]. By contrast, some studies on chimpanzees or gorillas provide some evidence of 
self-recognition from pictures. Viki, a home-raised chimpanzee, recognized pictures depicted 
in books and other materials and imitate actions illustrated in films, photographs, and line 
drawings. When tested in a categorization task, she was able to sort photographs of chimpan-
zees and humans into two piles, and not that surprisingly, places her own photography on 
the human pile [107]. Koko, a sign-language trained gorilla, recognized herself on photograph 
and even labeled her name on it [108]. Ai, the language-trained chimpanzee, used symbolic 
labels for individuals, transferred the symbols to label pictures of the individuals, including 
herself [109]. Remarkably, the sole individuals reported to recognize themselves on pictures, 
were all intensively trained to associate pictures and objects (from an abundant exposure or 
a language training) and to process them as some representations. That pictorial competence 
has probably promoted their ability to recognize themselves on pictures.
Self-recognition can be subdivided into two successive levels: First, the “LEVEL OF 
IDENTIFICATION”, already described above, implies the emergence of self-directed behav-
iors meaning that individuals manifest recognition and identify that what is in the mirror is 
“Me”. Second, the “LEVEL OF PERMANENCE” refers to a “self-concept”, where the self is 
identified beyond the temporal and spatial animal’s experience with a mirror. In that level, 
self-recognition can occur in absence of a mirror, from delayed videotapes and photographs. 
This process requires higher cognitive ability that emerges later in the development. This 
statement is consistent with findings on object permanence in primates. Infant chimpanzees 
[110] and gorillas [111] are reported to attain the stage 6 in object permanence: that is, these 
animals are able to take into account the invisible displacements of objects to find objects 
hidden in successive locations [112]. Monkey species seem to be limited to stage 5 in object 
permanence [112]: that is, they can only find hidden objects when the displacements are vis-
ible [110, 111, 113]. “Level of permanence” and “stage 6 in object permanence” imply a men-
tal representation capacity where the object of interest, the self, is conceived as something 
permanent in time and space. By contrast, the “level of identification” and “stage 5 in object 
permanence” might imply a cognitive capacity less demanding, as the object of interest and 
its representation are simultaneously present in time and space.
Based on the classification of Rochat [95], the ultimate level, to achieve “self-conciousness”, is 
named the “LEVEL OF META SELF-AWARENESS”. This level implies that the self is recog-
nized not only from a first person perspective, like in the previous level, but also from a third 
person’s perspective. In other words, individuals are not only aware of what they are (self-
concept) but also of how they are in the mind of others (self-consciousness).
Developmental literature in humans and primates shows that cognitive abilities arising from 
theory of mind actually emerge independently of MSR. In normal children, who pass the mark 
test between 15 and 24 months [26], complex cognitive abilities such as intentional deception, 
perspective-taking and empathy develops considerably later in life, for example [114]. In spite 
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of confusing results, it is now acknowledged that apes can show MSR even without being able 
to attribute intent and emotions in others, as these capacities seem to emerge, if they do, in 
later phases of their development [115].
Altogether, these results suggest that, through the developmental course of complex cogni-
tive abilities, self-concept may extend far beyond the MSR. Self-recognition demonstrated 
by self-directed behavior in front of a mirror corresponds to the level of identification while 
self-awareness, not only requires to achieve first the “level of permanence”, but also the 
subsequent level of “self-conciousness”. Moreover, it appears that pictorial competence as 
implied by an equivalence mode of picture processing may progressively emerge after the 
development of self-directed behaviors in front of a mirror. Since, MSR may not require self-
awareness, then monkeys, who reach stage 5 in object permanence, should be able to achieve 
the “level of differentiation”, that of MSR.
7.3. Pictorial competence and self-recognition correlation: a refined postulate
Empirical findings and theoretical proposals of the literature have contributed to support and 
refine my initial assumption that a dynamic pictorial competence correlates self-recognition 
ability. This model of correlation (see Figure 9) is based on the ontogenetic sequence of cognitive 
abilities observed in infants, and comparative findings in primates. I acknowledge that estab-
lishing a such correlation across species is somehow problematic as it would require compara-
bility in procedures and in assessment. Nevertheless, I believe that, even if the time scale and 
the quantitative nature of cognitive processes may differ from humans to great apes and from 
great apes to monkeys, this model may open up new perspectives as it is the first attempt to 
correlate symbolic cognitive ability to embodied cognition and to self-recognition competence.
The starting point of this model is the level of “CONFUSION”: the animals mistake the two-
dimensional stimulus (pictures or mirror image) with the real object represented (an object 
or their self). Then, following a growing experience in “ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING”, animals 
learn both visual-visual matching and kinesthetic-visual matching. The former ability allows 
the animals to establish an association between the picture and the real object depicted, and 
the latter to use the mirror to locate objects that are outside their direct visual field. After 
repeated exposure to the stimulus (picture or mirror), if animals habituate to the stimulus, 
they may follow the low “perceptual” road of cognitive processing which corresponds to the 
level of “INDEPENDENCE”. Pictures are then processed as a combination of physical fea-
tures, regardless of their referential content, and the mirror is perceived as a common object, 
with no reflective properties. More likely, the extensive phase of associative learning allows 
animals to reach the level of “IDENTIFICATION” which corresponds to the cognitive ability 
to identify object from representation. Although animals progress on the high “referential” 
road of cognitive processing, they do not yet fully grasp the referential nature of picture. This 
level also corresponds to MSR ability, which certainly required contingency learning but not 
a complex representational capacity related to self-awareness. With the development of more 
complex cognitive abilities, which remain to be determined, animals reach the “LEVEL OF 
REPRESENTATION”. By forming a mental representation of the real object, animals are now 
capable to compare this mentally held information to the external visual stimulus. Therefore, 
they are able to interpret the picture as a representation of a real object (equivalence mode 
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Figure 9. A conceptual model of the developmental course of shared cognitive abilities underlying self-recognition and 
picture processing in primates.
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of picture processing), and to recognize themselves from more ambiguous medium such as 
pictures. Finally, the ultimate “LEVEL OF META-REPRESENTATION” corresponds to the 
development of cognitive abilities, which seems to follow from theory of mind. At this stage, 
a self-awareness concept is expected to emerge. Regarding the pictorial competence, one can 
hypothesize that animals might be able to interpret symbolic medium to understand other’s 
minds and to transfer this knowledge to the real world.
7.4. Conclusion
My original hypothesis, that being able of self-recognition might be related to the capacity of 
processing picture as a symbolic representation of the real object, is consistent with this model 
of cognitive correlation. The following main outcomes may be drawn up. First, the pictorial 
competence correlating MSR cognitive stage may be less complex than that corresponding to 
the equivalence mode of processing. MSR seems rather co-develops with an extensive expe-
rience in associating picture and object until the grasping of their correspondence. As mon-
keys are reported to possess this associative cognitive ability, they should be able to display 
MSR. It therefore suggests that monkeys’ repetitive failures to pass the mark test may be 
unrelated to self-recognition ability per se, and more likely due to the procedural constraints 
of this test. Second, due to over interpretations of MSR responses, the strong statement that 
skills related to self-recognition have evolved until a cognitive gap in the phylogeny has been 
spread. This assumption may be partially left unsupported as, according to this model of cog-
nitive correlation (Figure 9), both great apes and monkeys achieve the same level of cognitive 
capacities at the MSR stage. This observation should encourage investigations on the origin 
of such MSR responses discrepancies in the literature. Third, the traditional interpretation of 
MSR as an index of self-awareness [4, 5] raises serious doubts based on the ontogenetic emer-
gence of MSR. Indeed, the development of complex cognitive abilities related to self-aware-
ness occurs much later than MSR ability. Finally, MSR is a quite good illustration of how 
inappropriate experimental procedure, may lead to erroneous interpretations on the animals’ 
cognitive abilities. The fact mirror self-recognition is so automatic and effortless for most of 
us that has probably encouraged an anthropocentric bias in the design of experimental proce-
dure. Swartz in [116] already underlined how “a single method of measurement may contain 
sources of measurement error that are unique to that method”. Yet, multiplying the methods 
of measurement would be unfruitful if the construction of the tests is still anthropocentrically 
based and keeps on favoring the human-like species. To conclude, future reflection on the 
experimental approach in comparative cognition, which is still heavily anthropocentric, may 
help to move away from our preconceptions and would certainly shed new light on animal 
cognitive mechanisms that were, until then, confined to humans. Would this perspective help 
researchers working on comparative cognition to live happily ever after? To be continued….
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